Abstract: Most of the previous works on optical burst switching (OBS) assume in their analysis that signalling does not affect network performance. It is analysed here, under which conditions the effect of signalling is actually negligible, taking into account the effect of signalling in the evaluation of burst discard probability. First, analytical models for two different signalling approaches in an OBS network are presented: 'out-of-band' and 'in-band' techniques. The impact of these two signalling strategies in terms of the probability of burst discard are evaluated, identifying the component of bursts discarded as a consequence of control message losses or of excessive signalling delay. A new method is also discussed, based on the previous models, to assign the correct amount of resources to the control plane. To verify the accuracy of the analytical results, these are compared with results based on discrete-event simulationns: results are found to be in a highly satisfactory agreement with simulations.
Introduction
Optical burst switching (OBS) [1] is a paradigm for optical transport networks that has been widely studied [2] and that has been proposed as compromise between optical circuit switching (OCS) and optical packet switching (OPS).
The OBS transport architecture is based on a bufferless wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) network, where data bursts consisting of multiple packets are created at border or ingress nodes and switched by intermediate or core nodes along the network all-optically [3] . This is possible thanks to a control message or header, which is transmitted ahead of the burst and whose goal is to configure the switches along the path before the arrival of the corresponding data burst. Header and burst can be separated at the source node by a fixed time interval called offset time that allows the core nodes to be configured before the burst arrival. Headers undergo an O/E conversion in all nodes and are processed in the electronic domain, where decisions about reservation and routing of the incoming burst are taken.
Bursts will cut-through the whole network optically with no O/E/O instead, and can be lost when there is no bandwidth, that is, no lambda channel is reserved at their arrivals.
Current literature has investigated numerous aspects of this technique (e.g. assembling, scheduling, contention resolution, reservation) and their impact on burst loss [4 -6] . A common consideration was that control plane (signalling) impact on general performance was reasonably negligible. Some papers have evaluated different signalling schemes and found no differences for common systems and minimal differences for dense systems [4] . In [7] , the authors for the first time assess the possibility that headers could expire because of queuing time and they study by simulation the impact of the processing time on control plane performance. In [8] , it is proposed to mitigate the effect of the headers losses indirectly, by deciding an appropriate minimum mean burst length.
In our paper, we propose suitable analytical models to determine under which conditions the control plane is really negligible and we illustrate new procedures to
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IET Commun., 2009, Vol. 3, Iss. 3, pp. 418-427 opportunely dimension control plane resources. We consider out-of-band (OuB) signalling mechanism, in which headers have their own dedicated channels, and in-band (IB) signalling mechanism, in which header messages share the same resource of data bursts. Based on these models we are able to identify the component of bursts discarded as a consequence of a misconfigured signalling-resource assignment: that is, if the capacity assigned to the control plane is not enough, this may lead to excessive header losses and/or if excessive header queueing is allowed in intermediate nodes, this may imply unacceptable signalling delay. To avoid such a negative impact of the control plane in network performance, we propose also methods to assign the correct amount of resources (electronic buffers and/or wavelength) to the control plane.
All the following analysis is carried under the assumption of system parameters coming from a 'near future' scenario as accurately discussed in [4] , that is, full wavelength conversion capable nodes and switching times in the order of microseconds.
We assume that the OBS core nodes are bufferless. This is a widely used assumption motivated by the absence of a mature technology for all-optical buffering. As a consequence, low burst blocking probabilities require rather low loads. This is a well-known characteristic of OBS [6, 9] , which is acceptable considering that WDM technology offers a huge bandwidth at a relatively affordable cost. The additional flexibility provided by the burst switching paradigm, when compared with pure wavelength switching, pays off the relative waste of bandwidth necessary to obtain a moderate value of the burst blocking probability.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the concept of signalling in OBS networks. In Section 3 we present simple, yet effective analytical models to evaluate burst discard probability in an optical core node in the case of out-of-band signalling. In Section 4, based on the previous analysis, results are discussed and in Section 5 an iterative approach for control resources dimensioning is proposed. In Section 6, we consider in-band signalling, providing an approximated analytical models to measure the blocking probability and then we discuss a control queue dimensioning methodology to soothe the effects of control plane on blocking probability.
Signalling protocols for OBS networks
Several signalling protocols have been investigated to be applied to the control of an OBS network. These protocols can be classified according to some well-defined characteristics [2] : † one-way, two-way or hybrid reservation; † source-initiated, destination-initiated or intermediatenode-initiated reservation; † persistent or non-persistent reservation; † immediate or delayed reservation; † explicit or implicit release of resources; † centralised or distributed signalling.
A widely accepted solution for signalling in OBS has still not been agreed: even in the first OBS field-trials [10, 11] , the signalling approach is usually customised according to the specific network requirements. So, in the following we elaborate our analysis and design considerations in a very general scope, avoiding any constraining reference to a single specific signalling protocol. As for the simulations, we will refer to the JET [4, 12] technique that, by virtue of its simplicity and occurrence in literature, is well suited to be used as a reference protocol.
OuB signalling
In this section, we evaluate the impact of OuB signalling on burst loss in an optical core node: in this case a pool of wavelengths, separated by the data transmission wavelengths, are devoted to carry only headers.
The functional and physical divisions between the two planes allow us to treat control and data plane as distinct subsystems, exploiting two separate but interdependent queue models. In the following we refer to the number of data and signalling channels with n and k, respectively. As the number of channels available on each link is W, W ¼ k þ n.
Modelling the data plane at core node
Some preliminary considerations on the characteristics of traffic in OBS networks are needed before introducing our model. As far as the burst interarrival statistic is concerned, although the nature of the supported IP traffic is self-similar, the burst traffic becomes much less bursty in consequence of the packet aggregation process at the ingress node [13] .
More specifically, burst assembly is the process of assembling incoming data packets from the higher layer into bursts at the ingress node of the OBS network. There are several types of burst assembly techniques: the most common techniques are timer-and threshold-based. In timer-based approaches, a burst is created and sent into the optical network at periodic time intervals. Here, the length of the burst varies as the load varies; in particular it has been shown that bursts length distribution is Gaussian-like [13] . In threshold-based burst assembly approaches, a limit is placed on the maximum number of packets contained in each burst. Hence, fixed-size bursts will be generated at the network edge, that is, they have a deterministic length. A threshold-based burst assembly approach will generate bursts at non-periodic time intervals whose distribution is Gaussian-like [14] . These techniques are the simplest, but more advanced ones, for example, with multiple thresholds, have been proposed too. In these cases, our early studies show clearly multimodal distributions for both time and length distribution.
From a core node point of view, we have to take into account also the process of multiplexing/merging of different flows. This combined process results to be Poisson the more the flows are highly loaded or numerous.
In conclusion, burst length statistic is heavily dependent on the assembly procedure, but by means of the merging process their arrivals in a network core node follow a closely Poissonian distribution. We have decided to model each data subsystem as a M=G=n=n queue model.
We are interested in the blocking probability that for a pure loss system is insensitive with respect to the service time distribution. Therefore no specific assumptions are necessary about the service time apart from that of knowing the mean value (or the average service rate).
Assuming uniform traffic load, we define as burst arrival rate for each data channel l b . The mean service rate is m b . By considering r b ¼ l b =m b , the data plane blocking probability is given by the Erlang-B formula
Modelling the control plane at core node
As a single control packet is sent per burst, we can assume that the headers' interarrival distribution follows the same distribution of the data bursts' interarrival. The initial assumption about the header length was deterministic, but in our opinion it was too limited as different header lengths are possible according to the multiple factors, like signalling schemes, information carried to resolve contention, labelling/addressing header solution (probably even function of the hops number) and so on. Clearly this means that a multimodal distribution of header length cannot be tailored as a several variants are possible and all are potentially correct. Furthermore, if choosing a realistic mean header length is still reasonable, choosing a deviation (needed for the general case) would be completely arbitrary. These are the reasons why we moved to exponential length assumption only.
As a consequence, we model each control subsystem as a M=M=k=(k þ q), where q is the length of the electronic queue at each node, needed to store the control information in case the signaling wavelengths are congested.
Under the previous assumptions, if i are the headers into the system, the mean service rate is given by
and p i (i.e. the probability that i headers are into the system), is
where p 0 , following from the normalisation condition P kþq i¼0 p i ¼ 1, is given by
The header's lost probability P h can be calculated as the buffer overflow probability, that is, the probability that there are exactly k þ q messages in the control system
while the mean number of waiting messages is evaluated by definition as
Finally by applying Little's formula, we obtain
4 Performance analysis of an OuB signalling system
Along with the model we also developed a discrete event simulation programme based on OMNeTþþ. The simulator is used to check the validity of the assumption behind the model and from here onwards every set of measurements resulting from simulations is plotted or reported with a 95% confidence interval not larger than 5% of the obtained values.
In this section, we evaluate the effect of the control plane constraints on an OBS network assuming OuB signalling.
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We apply the model described in the previous section. Switching and processing times are 10 ms and 20 ms, respectively [15 -17] . As scheduling references, we chose, first fit unused channel (FF) and last available unused channel with void-filling (VF) [4] mechanism for their simplicity and occurrence in literature. We assumed a fixed number of wavelengths W ¼ 8, each with a capacity of 10 Gbit/s: mean service duration of control packet and burst are 1 ms and 100 ms, respectively. Mean interarrival time is tuned to obtain the desired offered load.
We compared analytical with simulative results to verify the trustability of our models obtaining a very satisfactory agreement (in the following, these comparisons are usually not reported for sake of conciseness). Every set of measure was plotted or reported with a 95% confidence interval not larger than 0.5% of the obtained values.
We divide our analysis in two scenarios: without and with control queues. First, we evaluate systems without control queues to observe the pure impact of signalling. Then, we consider that headers can be stored in buffers at the intermediate nodes: in this case, the signalling delay induced by the queuing and processing times of control messages may introduce additional burst loss by consuming the offset time between the headers and the bursts.
Considering control-plane loss, the overall blocking probability at the nth core node is now given by
The modified P B of (8) returns a signalling-aware P B that can be used, for example, in those algorithms that compute network performances, such as the reduced load fixed point approximation [6] .
OuB pure loss control subsystem
In the first scenario without control queue, based on the previous parameters and for an offered data load of 0.525 Erl, (1) and (5) return P b ¼ 0:0733 and P h ¼ 0:0403, respectively. Apparently, in this case the probability of header loss is not negligible and highly affects the overall blocking probability in a network scenario as shown in Fig. 1 .
A possible solution to decrease the value of P h consists in increasing the number of wavelengths assigned to signalling. Considering that the number of wavelength is fixed, we can explore different data-control wavelength combinations and compare the overall blocking probability in the various cases. Table 1 shows the P B as presented in (8) in function of different combinations of the number of data and control wavelengths (the best result for each value of the offered traffic is highlighted in bold font). Simulative results give us almost identical values. The optimal (data : control) wavelength combination depends on offered load: in case (6 : 2), the larger availability of resources for signalling contributes to reduce header losses for low traffic; on the other hand, for higher loads, it becomes more convenient to increase the number of data channels in detriment of signalling channels as in combination (7 : 1).
In Fig. 2 , we report the percentage of the burst loss (as measured from simulations) because of limited transmission capacity and the percentage of bursts lost because the corresponding headers have been dropped (in other words, because of limited transmission capacity) by applying VF. We observe that for low traffic intensity, header loss is the leading component of overall burst discard probability whereas for high traffic intensity, burst loss is much more Table 1 Blocking probability P B at a core node: loads (rows, in Erl) against different resource combinations (columns). Note that the offered load is the same for all possible combinations Based on these previous results, we can conclude that, in a scenario without control queues, control plane impact on global performance is not negligible.
OuB queuing control subsystem
In this scenario, we consider a core node equipped by a control queue for the headers to prevent header loss. This is a cheap and easily applicable solution, but, when headers are queued, their mean queuing time T q has to be carefully kept under control, as we must guarantee that the offset time is not consumed by an excessive delay induced by queueing times.
These two conditions can be summarised as follows.
where e ¼ [10 À1 , 10 À2 , 10 À3 , 10 À4 ] expresses a range of desired difference between burst loss and header loss probability and T tol is the maximal delay tolerable in a node. As offset and switching times are in order of tens of microseconds, a reasonable value for T tol should be relatively shorter. T tol can be chosen in the range of [0:01, 0:1, 1, 10] ms.
For the combination 7 : 1, Fig. 3 shows the analytic curves of P h for different values of queue length, compared with the curve of P b : it is easy to verify that the introduction of a (even very small) queue decreases significantly the value of P h , so that it is not necessary to devote more than one wavelength to signalling; for example, (9a) on the whole e range is easily satisfied for q ¼ 4. Nevertheless, attention should be paid to (9b); in Table 2 we have reported the mean waiting time obtained for increasing values of control load
numerical results show that (9b) is satisfied also in case of high loads for almost the maximal tolerable delays (only 0.01 ms condition is violated) and even if a wide (compared with the mean) deviation is measured. The latter is because of rare outliers (between 1 ms and 4 ms in the example), which are delay samples measured when the buffer increases in length because of very close arrivals. Actually, the positive deviation should be considered as the worst case, as most of the samples are much smaller than the mean value (i.e. almost zero wating time). Also in this case we found a very good agreement of simulative and analytical results. Based on the previous considerations, we propose an iterative method to choose the best data-control wavelengths combination in the network given target P B and e and satisfying the constraints in (9a) and (9b). We tackle with the dimensioning problem starting from two complementary perspectives: we can assume that the offered load is given and our objective consists in minimising the capacity (in terms of wavelengths, W ) to carry that traffic, or, given a fixed amount of wavelengths, we maximise the carried load. In the following, we report procedures and examples to solve the two complementary optimisation problems.
Maximising carried traffic
In this subsection, we assume that the overall number of wavelengths in the system W is fixed. We focus more on this first approach, since we consider it more useful in realistic applications, where transmission systems are deployed relying on on-the-shelves products with fixed W.
To start our procedure, we assign a single channel to signalling and all the remaining channels to bursts. Given the target P B , we can retrieve an initial acceptable load r by inverting (1); then, according to the desired e, we can find the queue depth so that P h is actually negligible by (5). This solution is acceptable only if the delay constraint is satisfied: if this constraint is violated, then we add a control wavelength by removing a data wavelength. As the number of data channels has decreased, a new maximal acceptable load has to be recalculated. This operation is iterated until the delay constraint is satisfied (see diagram in Fig. 4) . The result of this procedure is the data : control wavelength combination supporting the maximal acceptable load and satisfying (9a) and (9b).
As an example, let us consider the case of a 128-channel WDM system with a global loss probability target P B , 10
À6 and e ¼ 10 À2 . A first possible combination is 127 : 1. With n ¼ 127 and the desired P B , an 82 Erl load is acceptable. In order to have P h negligible (9a), a control queue q ¼ 84 is needed. But the mean waiting time in queue T q in this case is equal to 5 ms and does not respect (9b). So, we iterate the algorithm and increase the number of signalling channels. Considering a 126 : 2 system, the new acceptable load is 81 Erl: the queue length needed to satisfy (9a) is q ¼ 14 and, correspondingly, T q , 1ms. These new dimensioning values can be accepted. In Table 3 , sensitivity is analysed according multiple input values of T tol and e when P b is fixed. For W ¼ 64, the load is only slightly variable as it is mostly driven from the given P b : to observe some further variability the number of resources (and consequently the load) should be increased. The relationship between the input parameters and the output ones is also cleared: a stricter condition on T tol directly influences the combination of resources by increasing the number of signalling channels needed. On the contrary, all T tol values being equal, e mostly affects the control queue depth.
Minimising required capacity
Alternatively, we can assume that the offered load is given and our objective consists in minimising the number of wavelengths W required to support the offered traffic.
We resort to an example to show how the procedure can be applied. We suppose to have an offered data load of 50 Erl and a global loss probability P B , 10 À6 as target. In order that P B % P b , we use e ¼ 10 À2 . From the desired service level and using inverse Erlang-B formula, we found that N b ¼ 87 data channels is needed. Signalling channels of N h ¼ 9 is needed if no queue is used, while N h ¼ 1 is needed if queue is adopted. Solution with queue is clearly most efficient and we will adopt it. The mean waiting time is very close to the constraint of 1 ms, so in this case we have to decide between one or two signalling channels.
IB signalling
In this section, we evaluate the impact of IB signalling on burst loss: in this case, headers travel along the same wavelength channels available for data bursts. As headers and bursts may contend for the same resource, the whole system cannot be modelled as two separated (control and data) subsystems as in the previous case, but a unique model has to be used. To develop the IB analytical model, we resort to a Markovian model also for burst durations for the sake of simplicity. Possible extensions of this model to more general traffic distributions (as in the OuB case) are kept as a future study.
Simulative experiments are used to validate the analytical models; we apply the same parameters used in the OuB simulative scenario (see Section 6).
IB pure loss control subsystem
If we assume a pure loss model (no optical buffering for bursts and no electronic buffering for headers), the system can be modelled as a two-dimensional Markov chain.
The state of the Markov chain is the couple (i, j) where i is the number of headers and j is the number of bursts in the system. If the two traffic streams were independent, the state space of the Markov chain would be
In this case, the two-dimensional Markov chain is a simple combination of independent mono-dimensional Markov chains and the steady-state probabilities can be calculated
Unfortunately, the two traffic streams are not independent and the state space of the two-dimensional Markov chain is truncated to a subset S of S 0 such that
As the restriction on the state space is linear, it is well known that the steady-state probabilities are still given by a product formula but with a new normalising constant
where
A header/burst loss occurs when there is an arrival and all W wavelengths are busy. The sets of states that result in header/ burst loss are:
Thanks to the PASTA property the header/burst loss probability is given by the probability of the system being in
, respectively. In this particular case, the restriction on the state space is i þ j W and therefore all states where i þ j ¼ W will cause a loss either in case of a header or burst arrival.
the set of states that do not cause loss then S þ U S þ ¼ S and the probability that a header/burst is not lost is given by the probability it finds the system in whatever state (i, j) [ S þ while the probability that a header/burst is lost is given by the probability it finds the system in whatever www.ietdl.org
Now remembering (10), we can write G(
) and the previous expression can be written as
In conclusion, the loss probabilities, P h and P b , can be calculated by calculating three normalising constants over different state spaces.
Finally, the overall burst loss probability can be calculated summing up the two contributions
This model exactly evaluates P h and P b whereas it provides an upper bound for P B . The reason is that it does not consider the case that both header and related burst are lost at the same time. This event should be counted as a single loss event whereas this model will count it as two loss events (header and burst). This particular case should be rather rare and the error is almost negligible in normal operation conditions. These comments are supported by the results presented in Fig. 5 , where P B evaluated with the analytical model is compared with results obtained by simulations that apply FF and VF algorithms.
IB queuing control subsystem
The introduction of header queueing at the control plane in the IB case allows us to drastically reduce the header losses for an opportune choice of the queue length. Whenever a header -burst contention arises, the header can be queued, avoiding both header and (associated) burst loss. So, the burst blocking probability can be easily obtained using the Erlang-B formula as in (1) with n ¼ W servers, just neglecting the header traffic.
Nevertheless, also in the IB case, we have to monitor the behaviour of two crucial parameters: the length q of the control queue (that guarantees a negligible header loss probability, see (9a)) and the queueing time T q (to verify if the T q is less than a tolerable threshold, see (9b)). In the following, we propose a simple method to estimate the values of these two key parameters.
The average value of q can be estimated as the mean number of headers that arrive in a mean burst duration. Besides, note that the worst case for a header is that all channels have been already occupied by bursts (if headers, then the waiting time would be much shorter). As in the negative exponential case, the residual lifetimes of all services are still exponential, then, in order to make the buffer overflow almost negligible, it will be enough to assign a buffer length able to accommodate the headers that, on average, may arrive during an average burst duration: this value is given by [l b =m b ]. The quality of this approximation has been verified and confirmed by To approximately evaluate T q we have used a similar approach. As headers have much shorter duration than burst, the probability that a header contends a channel to another header is almost negligible. So, we can assume that a header is queued mainly when W bursts are in the system at the same time. Therefore a header remains in the queue until one of the W bursts in the system is completely transmitted. This can be formally stated as
where f min R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R W Â Ã À Á is the distribution of the minimum among the W casual variables R i representing residual lifetime of the ith burst. As the negative exponential distribution of burst duration is memoryless, the residual lifetime of a burst is still distributed as a negative exponential with average m b . The respective CDF is
which corresponds to an exponential distribution with average value 1=N b m b . In Table 4 , analytical and simulative results for waiting time T q are compared: VF results are found very close to the analytical ones, while in the FF case they are almost exact. The small differences that can be seen between VF and FF are because of the uniform channel utilisation typical of VF that makes less likely an immediate transmission opportunity for headers. The further time spent in queue is not completely negative, as it clearly improves the fairness of the header service: in fact in the VF case, the deviations from the mean values are smaller than those in the FF case, meaning that the headers scheduled with VF experiment more uniform waiting times. T q also dramatically increases with load and it soon violates the condition of (9b).
In conclusion, while in the OuB case, we are able to choose an optimal combination of control and data resources so that T q is smaller than a desired value, in the IB scenario, T q cannot be modulated but it is fixed according to the network load and capacity. As T q is not always negligible, we must now consider the variable delay contribution as a result of queuing and processing delays. These new terms must be included in the offset time definition, according to the extended formula
where h is the number of hops, n q is the mean number of headers in queue, T s and T p stand for switching and processing times, respectively. Although T s will probably reduce in the next years thanks to technology evolution [15, 17] , the relevance of T p is greatly amplified by n q and T q reduction could be obtained only by means of an effective network design.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated the effects of OuB and IB signalling on OBS network performance. We have provided exact analytical models to dimension an OBS core node with OuB signalling and approximated, but strictly confirmed by simulations, models to evaluate the OBS core node performance with IB signalling. For each architecture, we have shown how the adoption of a queue at the control plane can drastically decrease the portion of bursts discarded because of lost headers and how to quantify the amount of control resources necessary to avoid burst loss because of excessive header queuing. In the OuB case, the header queuing time can be adjusted by adding more resources to signalling whereas in the IB scenario the mean header queuing time is strictly dependent on network load and resources, so that network signalling design must take it into account.
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